Abstract. An n-string tangle is a three dimensional ball with n strings which are properly embedded in it. Topological tangle analysis of DNA-protein complexes based on difference topology experiments are studied for last 30 years. In this paper, A 2-string tangle analysis of DNA-Tn3 complex [5, 6] and a 3-string tangle analysis of DNA-Mu complex [3, 13] and a biologically relevant 4-string tangle analysis [8, 10, 11] is reviewed. And a biologically relevant n-string tangle analysis is introduced.
Introduction
Mathematical n-string tangle is a three dimensional ball B with n-strings which are properly embedded in B. I.e, each string's two end points are on the boundary of the ball B. In the early 1990's, C. Ernst and D. Sumners used 2-string tangle to analyze the conformation of DNA segments within the Tn3 and Phaseλ proteins based on N. Cozzarelli's experiments [4, 15, 18, 19] In late 2000's, a 3-string tangle analysis of DNA topology within Mu-protein is introduced by I. Darcy et. al. [3] . Their work is motivated by S. Pathania et. al.'s difference experiment of Mu-transpososome [13] . I. Darcy et. al. figured out the 3-branched and 5 crossings conformation of DNA within Mu-proteins.
Recently, the author and I. Darcy developed 4-string tangle analysis of DNA-protein complexes [10] and this theory is generalized to n-string tangle analysis which is introduced in this paper.
Some basic concept of difference topology experience of DNA-protein complexes is explained in section 2. In section 3, each of 2, 3 and 4-string tangle modeling of DNA topology and analysis of difference topology experiment is explained. A generalized n-string tangle analysis is introduced at the end of this section 3.
Difference topology experiments of DNA-protein complexes
As widely known, every organism has its genetic information in DNA. In 1953, J. Watson and F. Crick discovered that the structure of DNA is double helical [20] . Here, 'double' means that one DNA string consists of two strands and they are connected to each other. 'Helical' means that the double stranded DNA is coiled around the helical axis at regular interval. Simply speaking, a three dimensional topology of DNA is twisted ladder as in Figure 1(a) . Sometimes, to investigate a three dimensional shape(topology) of DNA, a double stranded DNA is represented by a string (see Figure 1(b) ).
In nature, DNA is involved in many biological process including replication, transposition, recombination etc. Due to the double helical structure of it, a long DNA molecule contort into another shape. This is a supercoiling. A simple example of supercoiled DNA is shown in Figure  1 (c). For performing a biological process, DNA used to bind with some proteins or enzymes. In this process, it is not easy to observe the topological shape of DNA which is bound by proteins. Scientists uses another protein to figure out the conformation of DNA within the proteins. For example, one can use a protein Cre. Cre is a protein which binds to DNA at two specific sites and cut both two sites and rejoin them in different way as in Figure 2 . This type of action is called DNA recombination. In Figure 2 , initially there is a supercoiled circular DNA with two Cre binding sites on it. There are two different type of DNA recombination reactions are occurred. First, the supercoiled DNA is unwounded and cre binds to its two binding sites. After Cre recombination, DNA conformation is turned out to unlink(two separated rings). Second, a unknown protein binds to the supercoiled DNA , and then Cre binds to its two binding sites. After Cre recombination, the conformation of DNA is changed to Hopf link (two rings with two crossings which cannot be removed by moving each component). Since two different types of Cre recombination experiments results in different DNA conformations, one can notice that the unknown protein used in second experiment wrapped some crossings of DNA. Furthermore, one can guess the number of crossings wrapped is two. This result is from the difference of two DNA topology between two experiments, so it is called 'difference topology experiment'.
Tangle analysis of difference topology experiments
As I mentioned in section 2, an n-string tangle is a three dimensional ball with n-strings properly embedded in it. Especially, if n-strings are connected as in Figure 3(a) , it is called a 0-tangle(or zero-tangle). Examples of 2-string tangle and 3-string tangle are shown in Figure 3(b) and (c), respectively. Those two tangles in Figure 3 (b) and (c) can be isotoped to a 2-string or 3-string zero-tangle if the boundary of the strings are allowed to move along the boundary of the ball. In other words, those tangles are freely isotopic to zero-tangle. In general, a rational tangle is a tangle which is freely isotopic to the zero-tangle.
C. Ernst and D. Sumners first used 2-string tangle model to analyze DNA-protein complexes based on difference topology experiments [5] . In that model, proteins are represented by a three dimensional ball and DNA within the proteins is represented by strings. They predicted Note that the tangle equations in Figure 4 imply processive Tn3 recombination experiments. For more detail, see [5, 6] . 2-string tangle theories are well studied by many mathematicians. However, 3-string tangle analysis is much complicate. For example, a most biologically relevant 2-string tangle model is rational tangle and all 2-string rational tangle is classified. On the other hand, 3-string rational tangles have not been classified yet.
In 2002, Pathania et. al. performed difference topology experiments on DNA-Mu complexes [13] . Mu is a protein which binds to DNA at three specific sites. When Mu binds to a circular DNA with three Mu binding sites, DNA-Mu complex can be modeled by 3-string tangle with three outside loops as in Figure 6(a) Theorem 3.2 [3] Let T be a 3-string tangle that satisfies the system of tangle equations in Figure 6 (a). If T is freely isotopic to a projection with less than 8 crossings, then T is the tangle in the Figure 6 Note that the tangle equations in Figure 6 (a) imply difference experiments of Mutranspososome with Cre recombination, and Figure 6 (b) is a 3-string tangle model of DNA within Mu. For more detail, see [13, 3] .
Mativated by 3-string tangle analysis, the author and I. Darcy developed a biologically relevant 4-string tangle analysis: Theorem 3.3 [8, 10, 11] Suppose T is 4-string tangle which has less than 8 crossings up to free isotopy. If T is a tangle which satisfies all tangle equations in Figure 7 , then T is an R-standard tangle as in Figure 8 after allowing each pair of boundary points to move.
Recently, the author extended a biologically relevant 3 or 4-string tangle analysis in Theorem 3.3 to n-string tangle analysis. The main theory is stated in Theorem 3.4:
Theorem 3.4 Suppose T is an n-string rational tangle where n ≥ 5. Let G be a graph with edges e i , c j and strings of T , as in Figure 9 . If T ∪ 1≤k≤n c k is unknot and T ∪ k =i,j c k is (2, p)-torus knot/link, then G is planar. I.e, a loop formed by all c i 's and strings of T bounds a disk.
In this Theorem 3.4, two assumptions about T (T ∪ 1≤k≤n c k is unknot and T ∪ k =i,j c k is (2, p)-torus knot/link) imply difference topology experiments of a DNA-protein complex when the protein binds to DNA at n sites. Even though there is no biological experimental data for n ≥ 4 yet, lots of biological processes (such as replication, transposition, translation, etc.) involve DNA-protein reaction at multiple sites. Hence developing n-string tangle analysis is greatly worth.
